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Objective

Build MathBrush-Search, a math-aware search system

– A math-aware search engine that uses text and mathematical
content, combining their semantics, and considering users’
provided constraints to get the most relevant search results

– An intuitive front end (recognizer and user interface) that
accepts handwritten mathematical formulas and supports use
of natural gestures to specify constraints and wildcards
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Tangent-L Search Engine

We utilize the Tangent-L search engine

– Based on Lucene framework

– Indexes both text and formulas’ syntactic features

– Uses “bag-of-words” semantics (i.e., word order is ignored)

– Performs comparably to state-of-the-art math retrieval systems
but is still has room for improvement

Integrated with front-end to show basic search functionality.

New features added in last 12 months...
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Search Engine - Wild Cards

– Mathematicians choose variable names (almost) arbitrarily.

But which symbols in query∫ n

−n
e−x

2
dx

are arbitrary?

– Wild card can be completely arbitrary or of particular types
(variables, numbers, fractions, etc.).

- e.g., n is a number, x is a variable, e and d are not wild.

– New feature added to capture and match repetition patterns

- e.g., x , n above
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Search Engine - Wild Cards

– When indexing expressions,

– feature with a variable is indexed as a “variable wild card” (?V )

– any number is also indexed as a “number wild card” (?N),

– etc.

– Searches with “variable wild card” match the feature stored
with ?V , etc.

– Searches for “expression (i.e., arbitrary) wild cards” match any
type of wild card
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Search Engine - Proximity Matching

– Proximity is a strong signal of relevance for a query

– Keywords contained within a single paragraph
– Math terms (features) contained within a single formula
– Keywords and formula appear close together

– Question: which measure of proximity is best?

– Min, average, or max distance between search terms
– Minimum span including at least one of each term vs. smallest

span including all occurrences of search terms
– Normalized by document length?

– Rerank documents returned by Tangent-L vs. use new ranking
within Tangent-L that understands word order?
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Search Engine - Holistic Formula Matching

– Query formula’s features might be matched across multiple
formulas in a document (because document parts unordered)

– Alternative: try to match whole formulas

– At index time:
– Create formula corpus of all visually distinct formulas in

database, each with unique formula “key”
– Index document database using formula keys in place of

formulas

– At query time:
– Rank all individual formulas based on features
– Search database using formula keys of top-k ranked formulas
– Weight matching formula keys by how well query formula

matches
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2020 ARQMath Lab

– ARQMath - Answer Retrieval for Questions On Math
– Held at CLEF (Conference and Labs of the Evaluation Forum)
– We participated with Tangent-L
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2020 ARQMath Lab
– Dataset: Math Stack Exchange posts from 2010 to 2018
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2020 ARQMath Lab
– We (MathDowsers) achieved the highest nDCG′ and MAP′

(these are the primary measure of effectiveness)
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2020 ARQMath Lab

Summary of Findings:

– With proper adaptation (e.g. query extraction to turn math
questions into formal queries, informative indexing unit),
Tangent-L gives good results when retrieving answers to math
questions.

– Compared to other participants’ system, our system
out-performs for formula-dependent math questions.

– The ARQMath 2020 Evaluation data serves as a benchmark to
help us better tune configuration of Tangent-L
(such as the relative weight to apply to keyword features vs.
math features during query time).
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2021 ARQMath Lab

– Same dataset, new set of math questions

– In addition to finding answer to math questions, we also
participated in the Formula Retrieval task
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2021 ARQMath Lab

Objectives:

– Participate with the improved Tangent-L

– Investigate proximity matching and holistic formula matching

Preliminary results with last year’s queries shows that our new
system has:

– More than 10-point gain in the Answer Retrieval task (Task 1)

– Comparable performance to last year’s best participant run in
the Formula Retrieval task (Task 2)

(Results for 2021 queries not yet available)
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MathBrush-Search Front End
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Front End - Math Recognizer

– Want data driven approach for math recognition

– Previous recognizer uses grammar based approach

– Past work:

– Attempted Transformer architecture for HMER

– Synthetic handwritten expression data

– Ongoing work

– Handling per-user recognizer customization

– Transfer learning taking advantage of non-handwritten
expression data

– Interpretability (incl. interpretable vector representations for
formulas)
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Front End - Training Recognizer
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Front End - Recognition Correction
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Generating Synthetic Data

Motivation:

– New trends in mathematical recognition systems use deep
learning and neural networks

– A very large number of diverse handwritten expressions are
needed for training and testing
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Generating Synthetic Data

Approach:

– Convert typeset expression into a Symbol Layout Tree (SLT),
capturing how formula pieces are laid out when printed

– Traverse SLT and construct layout based on edge types and
symbols spatial information

– Query a Unicode font for spatial symbol information

– Sample normalized handwritten symbols from a data set and
insert into the layout

– Apply local and global distortion models to guarantee the
variability of output expressions
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Generating Synthetic Data
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Front End - Math Highlighting

– Highlighting search results would be helpful for users to locate
their desired information

– Support both keyword highlighting and formula highlighting
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Front End - Math Highlighting

– Shades of the highlight color reflect how well a document
formula matches the query formulas

– The matching percentage shows how much the query formula
has been matched for this document formula in terms of the
number of matching symbols
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Front End - Wildcards
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Front End - Multiple Corpora
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Front End - Save/Load
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MathBrush-Search System Demo
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https://cs.uwaterloo.ca/~msmarzou/temp/BrushSearchDemoJune2021.mp4


Future Work

– Continue to evaluate the effectiveness of search query using
pen-based input.

– Build and test a recognizer using machine learning techniques.

– Improve techniques to highlight matches in searched text,
including partial matches within formulas.

– Incorporate proximity matching into the search engine and
provide pen-based mechanisms in the front end to help guide
users in specifying semantic aspects.

– Implement a web scraper to build multiple corpora for
searching to extend system usability and testing.

– Utilize users’ feedback to improve both the recognition and the
ranking of matches to queries.
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